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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: QB C.J. BEATHARD, IOWA 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day 
workouts, leaked Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info 
becomes available. 

  

This was a weird scouting endeavor. Let me set the scene on what I see… 

On one hand, you have a guy who looks every bit of the part of an NFL pocket 
passer prospect. Beathard is comfortable in the pocket. His throwing motion is 
textbook. He has an NFL size (6′2.5″/220). His arm strength is sound and his passes 
come out with tight spirals. I watch him on tape and he seems very at peace with 
throwing from the pocket and running the offense. However, there is a hidden 
issue…we’ll get to. The hidden issue is elusive…elusive to NFL head coaches (which 
sounds arrogant of me to say but I believe what I’ll point out in a moment to be the 
truth). I think fans and some scouts will see it before NFL coaches do – and the 
coaches will ignore the scouts and (for sure) the fans. At a glance, I get it – things 
look in order with Beathard. 

After a tape study, I looked at his production at Iowa and I’m not sure I am looking 
at the same quarterback as the guy on tape. 56.5% completion percentage in his 
senior season? 148.4 yards passing per game? A 45.9% completion percentage over 
his final four college games…and all four of those games under 150 yards 
passing…three of them under 80 yards passing? Are you kidding me? 

What I think I see is a quarterback who is extremely polished, well-groomed. His 
grandfather is former long-time successful NFL GM Bobby Beathard. His dad is a 
success in country music industry…and was also a nice, small-school college QB back 
in his day. Beathard has had opportunity and privilege others are not afforded. I 
don’t have an issue with any of the ‘advantages’…it’s just that I see no passion or 
fire in Beathard’s play. It makes me start to think ‘privileged’. He’s a nice kid, team 
captain, stable QB in a boring offense…and he just does his job. Safe passes and 
managing the team. I feel like I’m watching a worse version of Alex Smith when 
watching C.J.’s tape. Beathard probably went to all the right camps as a youth and it 
shows – he looks like an instructional video on throwing motion and feet in the 
pocket. What he doesn’t have – a great feel for the overall game, nor does he have 
an aggressive instinct to push an offense. 

If you ran an NFL offense with passes that are all 0–10 yards long, Beathard could 
be a player. When you need a QB to start ripping passes 15+ yards 
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downfield…Beathard is not your guy. It’s not his instinct. There’s no killer instinct 
here. Look at these data points… 

When Iowa had a lead at any point in the game in 2016, Beathard tallied 13 TDs/0 
INTs. When the score was tied or Iowa was losing, Beathard posted 4 TDs/10 INTs. 

Quarters 1–3 last season, Beathard tallied 15 TDs/3 INTs…in the 4th quarter, 2 
TDs/7 INTs. 

On 3rd down in 2016 – 51.7% completion percentage and 5 TDs/6 INTs. 

The numbers under game pressure are awful. 

Most NFL coaches are not going to contemplate the output problem with Beathard. 
They will see a polished pocket guy and think they are the key to unlocking 
him…actually, they’ll be attracted to his ‘game management’ ways. He won’t mess 
up the playbook by improvising into something better. 

The tape says Beathard might be a sound QB in a safe environment, but will collapse 
when asked to do more – he doesn’t seem to have another gear in him. The 
production numbers are terrible and back up the premise that there’s no ‘it’ here 
overall. Nice kid. Polished quarterback. Not a serious NFL starting QB prospect. 

  

  

C.J. BEATHARD, THROUGH THE LENS OF OUR QB SCOUTING ALGORITHM: 

In his 40 game career for Iowa, with over half those games as a starter – Beathard 
has thrown for 300+ yards in a game zero times. He’s thrown for 280+ 
yards…zero times. He’s thrown for 250+ yards…just two times. 

He’s thrown for 215 or fewer yards in 22 of his last 27 starts (his last two seasons). 
He threw for 205 or fewer yards in every one of his last 11 starts. 

Beathard did not throw for more than 235 yards in any game in 2016. 

Against FCS North Dakota State in 2016, a loss – 11-of-22 for 152 yards passing. 

These are not the numbers of a passer to get excited about for the NFL. 

  

Senior Bowl measurements: 9.1″ hands (below average) and 31.0″ arms (below 
average) 
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THE HISTORICAL QB PROSPECTS TO WHOM C.J. BEATHARD MOST COMPARES 

WITHIN OUR SYSTEM: 

As I watched the computer filter down possible matches in our system, I was 
shocked to see that some of the worst-rated QB prospects of all time in our system 
were hanging around as option – based on passer metrics, before physical 
comparison came into play. Beathard’s data/output resume with us is horrible. It’s 
comical to note that Christian Hackenberg was floating around in this same ‘dread 
pool’ of QB prospects…what a great pick by the Jets. 
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TABLE 377 

  

QB-
Score QB Yr College H W 

adj 
Comp 
Pct 

adj Yds 
per 
Comp 

adj 
Pass 
per TD 

adj 
Pass 
Per 
INT 

2.78 Beathard, C.J. 2017 Iowa 74.5 219 55.3% 11.0 24.6 32.7 

2.08 Mason, Deaunte 2013 Alabama 
A&M 

74.1 210 53.1% 11.2 25.4 33.2 

-2.68 Kordenbrock, Eric 2014 VMI 74.5 220 55.2% 10.8 27.9 25.7 

4.17 Hackenberg, 
Christian 

2016 Penn State 75.5 234 53.0% 12.4 24.9 44.5 

-2.25 TerBush, Caleb 2013 Purdue 76.2 225 51.9% 10.8 20.6 20.2 

-4.04 Box, Mike 2014 Indiana (PA) 74.5 230 49.0% 13.8   
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*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of 
opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become 
NFL good-to-great. A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for 
becoming great-to-elite. 

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL 
(2014–on). Depending on the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB 
can do fine in today’s NFL—with the right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next 
Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys. 

  

  

2017 NFL DRAFT OUTLOOK: 

Beathard is a 6th–7th round draft projection for most right now. I think he will be 
drafted because he is an antiquated, conservative head coach’s wet dream of as QB 
prospect. Polished. Follows directions. Plays it short and safe…every old-school 
coach’s dream – no turnovers and eventually fired for lack of production…but NO 
turnovers! As sure as I am sitting here typing this, an NFL coach is going to love the 
‘cut of Beathard’s jib’…and they’ll also give consideration to his family connection to 
the NFL. One way or another – I see Beathard getting drafted. 

  

NFL OUTLOOK: 

He’ll get drafted. A team will like his steadiness and short game. He’ll make a decent 
backup quarterback for stuffy, run-first offenses. I wouldn’t be surprised if Beathard 
lasted 5+ years as a backup. I also see the slight possibility that Beathard could 
improve over time with more experience and work…there is some upside if you can 
expand his passing game. He could be a Josh or Luke McCown type story over 
time. He’s not totally unskilled…he’s just posted flimsy numbers in college – a sign 
he doesn’t have that extra gear for success in the NFL. Perhaps, he can open up over 
time. It’s a long term bet that most NFL teams don’t have time to find out on. 
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